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Chapter 1

Introduction

In sentiment classification (SC) problem, it has a large number of challenges, and one of the challenges is how to find relevant features for machine learning models. Beside that, this is also an essential task for improving the accuracy of sentiment classification. In figure 1.1. This is an overview of phases in SC. Firstly, text data which is collected from comments or product reviews is processed to get significant information. Secondly, features from text data are selected. Next, these features are represented by real value vectors. Finally, A machine learning method is used for training and testing the data.

![Figure 1.1: The process of SC problem.](image)
The tree is a structure that is used in a lot of fields in machine learning. Sub-tree mining is a suitable method for classification in machine learning [12] [19]. In natural language processing, the tree is also an approach such as parser tree that is based on grammar tree. In this thesis, we used Stanford Parser [1] to parse sentences to trees. Hence, sub-tree mining is a good method to find all features of a parse tree and detect outliers before training or testing phase. However, this is not an easy task. We want to investigate some estimation methods for selecting appropriate sub-tree features.

Another significant problem is how to choose a suitable machine learning method for training with sub-tree mining. Deep learning is a part of machine learning and develops rapidly over the past five years, and it is the top of trends in machine learning. In addition, LSTM + GRNN achieved high accuracy in many natural language processing application [22] [14]. Therefore, we decided using Long Short-Term Memory + Gated Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM + GRNN) for training after feature selection phase.

1.1 Motivation

Recently, with the development of the online social network, the determination of opinion of people which is called sentiment classification becomes a significant task in natural language processing. From the identification of the positive or negative comments, sentiment classification can determine the number of stars in a product review. However, many reviews from customers are not correct such as spam comments or spam reviews. The determination of spam comments or spam reviews is also a big challenge in this task.

Besides that, in the research of sentiment classification, it is still many challenges like as how to represent the semantic relation among words in a sentence, among sentences in a document, how to select significant features, remove outliers, etc. These challenges are not an easy task in natural language processing and machine learning. Therefore, this is an essential problem for understanding as the human of the computer.

In general, sentiment classification problem has three level. According to the target of sentiment or level of the text, the task belongs to word/phrase level, sentence level or document level. In sentiment classification, document level is very complexity, so this level seems to a big challenge in sentiment classification problem, and it is also the target of our model.

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
1.2 Goal

Statistical machine learning model and deep learning model have widely applied in a lot of fields in computer science such as data mining, bioinformatics, computer vision and natural language processing (NLP). In NLP field, both statistical and deep learning model is applied in the various problems such as machine translation, question answering, summarization and SC problem. However, it remains challenges to improve these efficient models.

In this thesis, the research aim is that the semantic of the words in sentences is considered, and the structure of sentence tree is also mentioned to improve the accuracy in sentiment classification problem. In our model, the combination of data mining and deep learning is shown an efficient model in SC problem. Our model is divided into four steps. Firstly, Stanford dependency parser illustrates the semantic relation among words in a sentence to create a dependency tree. Secondly, sub-tree mining is used for determining and eliminating outliers from the data. Next, a tree after outlier detection phase is represented by a string of words. Finally, a deep learning model is used for training and testing phase.

In this thesis, this model is used for improving the performance in SC problem and proposed method achieved improvements in term of accuracy in a range of 0.14% - 6.93% over LSTM + GRNN model.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis has five chapters such as Introduction, Background, Proposed Model, Evaluation, Conclusion and Future Work. The structure of dissertation is discussed as follows.

In Chapter 2, we introduce different background knowledge related to related our research. At first, basic concepts about graph and tree are shown with examples. Then, we describe some definitions of SC problem and show some studies in SC problem. Finally, any studies in SC problem with deep learning are illustrated to show the combination deep learning in this task.

In Chapter 3, we describe the proposed model. Then, we will show basic definitions and notations in the model. Next, we will introduce about details of parts in our model. Finally, each part with the examples are presented techniques in the subsection.

In Chapter 4, we show the characteristics of the Multi Domain dataset, Yelp 2013 dataset and experiment setting in our model. Then, we describe measure for evaluation. Next, we discuss results of the analysis with any minsup parameters.
Finally, some examples which are improved in our model than LSTM+GRNN model are shown.

In Chapter 5, the brief statements of the main point and future work are discussed in this section.
Chapter 2
Background

In this chapter, we cover basic background and some related works. Firstly, some definitions and examples in sub-tree mining are introduced. Secondly, sentiment classification related work is shown with the development of machine learning methods. Finally, any definition of deep learning and deep learning model for SC problem are analysed.

2.1 Sub-tree Mining

Tree structure was used commonly in data mining and machine learning, and sub-tree mining is suitable for classification on machine learning [12], [19]. The approach using tree structure is common in natural language processing, especially, dependency tree based on grammar structure. Hence, sub-tree mining is a proficient method to find all features from parse trees for training. However, this is challenging and requires some further studies for selecting appropriate sub-tree features. Sub-tree mining [1], [25] is one of the methods in data mining for finding frequent trends and outliers from the dataset. In outlier detection, E. M. Knorr [11] introduced an algorithm for mining distance-based outliers in large datasets in 1998. After that, a lot of algorithms were proposed for outlier detection such as S. Ramaswamy [18] with Efficient Algorithm in 2000, M. M. Breunig [4] with Identifying Density-Based local outlier. Especially, in April 2016, Zengyou He [8] used frequent patterns for outlier detection.

In this section, we provide necessary concepts about tree sub-tree and sub-tree mining. We first give an overview of basic definitions in tree theory. Moreover, then, we discuss sub-tree and how to generate candidates for sub-tree without isomorphism. Finally, we introduce mining frequent sub-tree.
2.1.1 Tree Concepts

Figure 2.1: An example tree.

Tree is a data structure which including nodes (or vertices) and edges without cycle.

Null tree or empty tree is a tree with no node.

Root is a top node of a tree in the non-empty tree.

Edge is a direct link from a node to another node.

Child node and parent node are two nodes which connected by an edge. The node with the nearest from the root is parent node, and the other is child node.

Siblings are many nodes with the similar parent node.

Leaf is a node without child node.

Degree of a node is the number of sub-trees of a node.
Path between two nodes in a tree is a sequence of nodes and edges to connect the two nodes.

Level of a node \( N \) is defined by \( 1 + (\text{the number of edges in the path from root to node } N) \)

Height of tree is the longest path from root node to leaf node.

A Forest is a set of \( n \) trees \( (n \geq 0) \).

\( k \)-subtrees of a tree \( T \) is a set of trees with \( k \) nodes and \( k \leq k \leq n \) (where \( n \) is the total nodes in \( T \)).

From a sentence “Number all tables and figures and give each a title”, Figure 2.1 shown a sample dependency tree after using Stanford dependency parser. The tree includes ten nodes (Number, table, give, and, all, and, figure, each, title, a) and nine edges. Node “Number” is a root node. To consider child node and parent node concept, while “Number” node is the parent node of “table” node, “give” node and “and” node, “table” node, “give” node and “and” node are the child node of “Number” node. Siblings set of “table” node is “give” and “and” node. The leaves of the tree are “all”, “and”, “figure”, “each”, “a” and “and” node. The degree of “give” node is one because we have only one sub-tree “title”-“a” (in this case, “each” node is not sub-tree due to no edge by one node).

2.1.2 Mining Frequent Sub-tree

In my thesis, three main parts are considered such as problem, representing a tree as a string of words and generating candidate. In the issue, the concepts of sub-tree mining are defined formally. Next, to repair for generating candidate phase, a tree is represented by a string with the definition of Zaki [26]. Finally, the details of creating candidate are discussed in generating candidate phase.

Problem

In data mining, frequent sub-tree mining is a problem which determines all sub-trees in the database within a minimum support (\( \text{minsup} \)) threshold. Formally, the definition of sub-tree mining is defined as:

Given a threshold \( \text{minsup} \), find all trees or sub-trees with support is equal or greater than \( \text{minsup} \).
where support is defined as the number of occurrences of a tree or sub-tree in dataset $D = \{T_1, T_2, ..., T_n\}$ and the support of a tree or sub-tree is defined as:

$$support(T_i) = \frac{\#T_i}{|D|}$$

(2.1)

where $\#T_i$ is the number of advents of tree $T_i$ in dataset $D$ and $|D|$ is total trees in $D$.

Resenting Tree as String

For representing tree as a string, Zaki [26] adopted a tree by a string. The string of a tree $T$ was denoted $T$. Firstly, $T = \emptyset$. A depth-first pre-order search is started at the root, added extended node $x$ to $T$. When backtracking from a child to its parent, a unique symbol “-1” is added to the string. By this way, the represented tree with an arbitrary number of children from a parent node is convenient, and resenting tree as a string is simpler than adjacency list. The notation $l(T)$ is the label sequence of $T$, which includes the node labels of $T$ in depth-first ordering.

Figure 2.2: Two sub-tree in the tree in Figure 2.1.

For representing tree as a string, Zaki [26] adopted a tree by a string. The string of a tree $T$ was denoted $T$. Firstly, $T = \emptyset$. A depth-first pre-order search is started at the root, added extended node $x$ to $T$. When backtracking from a child to its parent, a unique symbol “-1” is added to the string. By this way, the represented tree with an arbitrary number of children from a parent node is convenient, and resenting tree as a string is simpler than adjacency list. The notation $l(T)$ is the label sequence of $T$, which includes the node labels of $T$ in depth-first ordering.
Figure 2.2 is two sub-tree in the tree in Figure 2.1. To address the encoder the tree by string, we consider two sub-tree $S_1$ and $S_2$. For example, sub-tree $S_1$ and $S_2$ are encoded by the string “0 1 -1 2 -1” and “0 1 -1 2 3 -1 -1 4 -1”, respectively. In the string of $S_1$, $T = \emptyset$, starting at root node with label 0, we add node 0 to the string and $T = 0$. The next node is label 1, which adds to the string and the string is “0 1”. Then, the node 1 has no child node, and we backtrack to the parent node, so the string is “0 1 -1”. after that, the node two is added to the string. Finally, we backtrack to the root node and add “-1” to the string. Therefore, the string of $S_1$ is “0 1 -1 2 -1”. Note that the label sequence of the $S_1$ is “0 1 2”. Similarly, the string and the label sequence of $S_2$ are “0 1 -1 2 3 -1 -1 4 -1” and “0 1 2 3 4”, respectively.

Generating Candidate

In dataset D, there is two main step to finding all frequent sub-trees. Firstly, the candidate was generated, which maintained non-redundant, and each sub-tree should be created as most once. Secondly, The number of occurrences of each candidate in the database D are counted to find out all candidates with support $\geq$ minsup threshold. Candidate generation procedure used the anti-monotone property of frequent patterns to generate candidates. It is mean that the frequent of sub-tree is greater than or equal to the super-tree (parent tree). Therefore, the extension of the frequent pattern is considerable. At the time, an extension by a single node is more efficient. Thus, the candidate (k+1)-subtrees are generated by the information of k-subtrees.

Equivalence Classes Considering two k-subtrees X and Y, there are similar prefix equivalence class if and only if they share a common prefix up to the $(k - 1)^{th}$ node. Therefore, X and Y are only different at the last node.

Figure 2.3 shown that some subtrees with five nodes were created by a subtree with four nodes. The string encoding of sub-tree with four nodes is $P = 3 4 2 -1 1$, and “x” is a label from label set (L). With prefix $P$, the valid positions for the node with label x are n0, n1 and n3 because the string encodings of the tree in with these positions are the same prefix $P$. On the contrary, with the position n2, the prefix of string encoding is different from $P$, given as 3 4 2 x.

The figure 2.3 also shows the format Zaki uses to represent an equivalence class. It includes the prefix string and a list of elements. $A(x,p)$ pair is an element with label x of the last node and the depth-first position p of the node in $P$ to attach x.

Given an equivalence class of (k-1)-subtrees. We consider how to generate candi-
date k-subtrees. Firstly, with the elements (x,p) in the equivalence class, sorting by node label is implemented with node labels as primary key and position as the second key. Secondly, from the sorted elements, the candidates are generated by adding elements (x,p) into (k-1)-subtrees. The extended (x,p) pair is the main idea of this algorithm.

2.2 Sentiment Classification

SC or opinion mining is a task of natural language processing which analyses and classifies documents into categories according to people’s opinions. In general, this
problem has three levels such as word/phrase level, sentence level, and document level. In this thesis, the document level is the target of our model because of the complexity of this problem.

Sentiment classification technique was proposed by Pang [16] in 2002, which employed Naive Bayes and SVM. Then, Centroid Classification and KNN [21], for example, were developed. From text data, the output is shown only positive or negative labels. These methods are based on statistical classification.

At document level, Turney [23] introduced a method that used information from words/phrases to extract opinion of users to determine positive or negative text. Then, sentiment classification was developed by Pang [15] in 2005. Goldberg and Zhu [7] used a graph-based method in 2006 to solve sentiment classification problem. Thereafter, a wide range of models were used for sentiment classification such as word n-grams [24], text topic [6], bag-of-opinions [17], etc.

Figure 2.4 shows binary classification and multiple classifications in sentiment classification. While Figure 2.4a is an example of like or dislike classification, Figure
2.4b is a case of the number of rating classification (from one to five stars).

2.3 Sentiment Classification with Deep Learning

With the development of deep learning, Shusen Zhou (2010)\textsuperscript{[27]} used deep learning model which called active deep networks. In 2013, Socher \textsuperscript{[20]} introduced sentence-level semantic composition with recursive neural networks. After 2013, the recursive neural network which was used for opinion relation was popular. Another version of deep learning is convolutional neural networks which were used in wide range of semantic composition \textsuperscript{[10]}. Besides, LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) has appeared as a strong approach for semantic composition in Li’s project in 2015 \textsuperscript{[13]}. At document level sentiment classification, the combination between LSTM and GRNN (Gated Recurrent Neural Network) \textsuperscript{[22]} was achieved with high performance in September 2015. Figure 2.5 and 2.6 show the general structure of RNN and LSTM, respectively.

Figure 2.5: The repeating module in a standard RNN contains a single layer.

In the Figure 2.5, the form of all RNN is the repeating modules of the neural network. A repeating module in standard RNN has a simple structure as the tanh layer.

In the Figure 2.6, this is a sample structure of LSTM\textsuperscript{[1]} model. LSTM is a special

\textsuperscript{1}http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
kind of RNN, so the repeating module is different from the repeating of RNN. While RNN has a single neural network layer, LSTM has four neural network layers. Four neural network layer interact in a special way.

Figure 2.6: The repeating module in an LSTM contains four interacting layers.

2.4 Summary

SC problem still has a lot of significant challenges. One of them is how to find relevant features for machine learning models. In this area, at the document level, there are enormous challenges such as representing the relation among sentences, how to eliminate outliers, semantic connections among words, etc. Besides that, it is also an essential task for improving the accuracy of sentiment classification. In our model, from text data or text review, features are chosen and represented by vectors. Finally, a machine learning method is used for training and testing the data. The weakness of LSTM + GRNN model is that it dismisses the semantic among words in sentences.
Hence, in this paper, dependency trees capture the relation between words and we propose a FindBestSub-tree algorithm to determine outliers and eliminate them from dependency trees. The details of outliers detection method are described in the proposed method section.
Chapter 3

The proposed model

In this section, we talk about the proposed model in SC problem with minsup parameter. We propose a model in this section that combines deep learning and subtree mining for solving document SC problem. LSTM+GRNN which was proved in [22] is an efficient model for document SC. The features are selected before using LSTM+GRNN model to achieve high performance in solving this problem. Our model is based on the combination of LSTM+GRNN\(^1\), Standford Parser, frequent sub-tree mining\(^2\) [2] [26] and DFS strategy for representing frequent sub-trees by a string of words.

Figure 3.1 is an overview of our approach. From the dataset, dependency trees are extracted by Stanford Parser\(^3\) and the dependency tree is represented by another kind of tree without parts of speech in sentence representation. In the frequent sub-tree mining and outlier detection, frequent mining determines frequent set, and outlier detection eliminates outliers, which are based on the frequent set and OM (Outlier Measure). For training LSTM + GRNN model, sub-tree is represented by a string of words which ensures the relations between parent nodes and child nodes in representing sub-tree. Finally, a deep learning model which is LSTM + GRNN model is used for learning these trees or sub-trees to evaluate the performance of our model.

Following the chart in Figure 3.1 we describe the details of four main steps in our model. Firstly, this is sentence representation. Secondly, frequent sub-tree and outlier detection illustrate how to find outliers and eliminate outlier from the datasets. Then, representing sub-tree by a string of words show the semantic relation among

---

\(^1\)http://ir.hit.edu.cn/ dytang/paper/emnlp2015/codes.zip
\(^2\)http://chasen.org/ taku/software/freqt
\(^3\)http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
parent node and children nodes. Finally, a deep learning model is applied for learning and testing.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.1: An overview of our model.

### 3.1 Sentence Representation

In this part, we introduce the usage of the Stanford dependency parser and how to use sub-tree mining in our model before running outlier detection.

The association among words in a sentence is shown by a tree from Stanford dependency parser. We illustrate both relations in a sentence and preparation input for the other phases. Stanford dependency parser is a well-known programme which is based on grammar structure, and this is an efficient tool for capturing the linguistics in a sentence. However, the parts of speech are not needed for sub-tree mining because almost all parts of speech are frequent in our model. Hence, we represent dependency tree by another kind of tree which includes nodes as words in a sentence and the relations between them. The removal of parts of speech makes the determination of frequent sub-tree and outliers becomes easy.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of sentence representation in our method. From a sentence “I will never shop at bass pro again”, after using Stanford Parser, the sentence was represented by:

“

\text{nsubj(shop-4,i-1)}
\text{aux(shop-4,will-2)}
\text{neg(shop-4,never-3)}
\text{root(ROOT-0,shop-4)}
\text{case(pro-7,at-5)}
\text{compound(pro-7,bass-6)}
\text{nmod:at(shop-4,pro-7)}
\text{advmod(shop-4,again-8)}"

We use the tree shown in Figure 3.2 instead of the output of dependency parser for the next step in our model. In this tree, each node is a word, and the edge represents the semantic relation between two words in a sentence.

3.2 Frequent Sub-tree Mining, Outlier Detection

In this section, we introduce frequent sub-tree mining and how to detect outliers to achieve knowledge from the training set. We also discuss some definitions of frequent sub-tree and how to measure outliers.

3.2.1 Frequent sub-tree mining

In data mining, frequent sub-tree mining is a problem which determines all sub-trees in the database within a minimum support (minsup) threshold. Formally, the definition of sub-tree mining is defined as:

Given a threshold $minsup$, find all trees or sub-trees with support is equal or greater than $minsup$. 

22
Figure 3.2: An example about sentence representation by tree.

where support is defined as the number of occurrences of a tree or sub-tree in dataset $D = \{T_1, T_2, ..., T_n\}$ and the support of a tree or sub-tree is defined as:

$$support(T_i) = \frac{\#T_i}{|D|}$$

where $\#T_i$ is the number of advents of tree $T_i$ in dataset $D$ and $|D|$ is total trees in $D$.

A sample dataset is shown in Figure 3.3 which includes two sentences represented by two trees $T_1$ and $T_2$. With $|D|$ equal to 2 and $\textit{minsup} = 2$, all frequent sub-trees are shown in Figure 3.4. While Figure 3.4a, Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.4c are frequent trees with two nodes, Figure 3.4d, Figure 3.4e and Figure 3.4f are frequent trees with three nodes and four nodes, respectively.
3.2.2 Outlier detection

Recently, a lot of methods for detecting outliers from datasets have been invented and developed. In this paper, we propose an efficient method for recognising outliers based on frequent sub-tree mining.

Although the idea is quite simple, the elimination of outliers in our model makes a significant improvement in the performance of the SC. The frequent sub-tree is well-known as “common pattern” or “common feature” in the dataset. Meanwhile, the others in the dataset were defined as outliers. In the dataset, the outliers have a very small ratio of all data.

In this model, OM was defined as a measure to explore the object in outlier set from data. OM of a tree or sub-tree $T_i$ was defined as:

$$OM(T_i) = \frac{\#T_i - \text{minsup}}{|D|}$$

(3.2)
Figure 3.4: The frequent sub-trees of dataset in Figure 3.3 with minsup = 2.

If OM of a tree or sub-tree $T_i$ is negative, $T_i$ belongs to outliers set. After outlier detection phase, from the tree data, we keep a tree or a sub-tree coinciding with the frequent set. Next, we remove all elements with $OM < 0$ for LSTM + GRNN model in SC problem.

From a tree, we will keep or eliminate sub-trees or nodes from the tree. The procedure is shown in Table 3.1. In the FindBestSub-tree procedure table, given a dataset $D$, minsup, a frequent tree set (FP) and a tree ($T$), we define the best sub-tree as a tree with eliminating outliers. The elimination is based on frequent set and OM that we described in FindBestSub-tree algorithm. Figure 3.5 shows two trees after removing outliers with two minimum support value. In Figure 3.5a, the tree has five nodes with minsup = 10. With increasing of minsup to 20 from 10 in Figure 3.5b, the tree has four nodes with “again” node in Figure 3.5a.
Table 3.1: FindBestSub-tree algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm: FindBestSub-tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

01 Begin
02 If T in FP do
03 return T
04 Else do
05 Foreach node t in T do
06 If (OM(t,D,mins) < 0
07 eliminate(t)
08 Endif
09 Endforeach
10 Endif
11 End
3.3 Representing Frequent Tree or Frequent Sub-tree

As the previous discussion, a sentence is represented as a tree. For our model, we have to represent the best sub-tree from the previous section by a string of words while keeping relations between parent nodes and child nodes. To capture these relations, we propose a method based on DFS (Depth First Search). We want to represent a tree with relations between parent nodes and child nodes from root to leave nodes. For instance, trees shown in Figure 3.5a and 3.5b were illustrated as

"shop I will never again"

and "shop I will never"

Figure 3.5: An example of applying FindBestSub-tree algorithm.

3.4 LSTM + GRNN

In this part, we used LSTM + GRNN for training and testing. The main idea of LSTM + GRNN is shown in Figure 3.6 from [22]. Each vector of 200 dimensions represents a word in a sentence, and all words in a sentence are composed of sentence
composition. Next, LSTM represents the vector from composition phase to create a sentence vector in sentence representation phase. All sentence vectors in a document will be evaluated by GRNN to represent as a document vector. Finally, from a document vector, the softmax layer will convert the document vector to conditional probability which is evaluated as follow.

\[
P_i = \frac{\exp(x_i)}{\sum_{i'=1}^{c} \exp(x_{i'})}
\]

(3.3)

where \(C\) is the total of classes in the output.
Figure 3.6: LSTM+GRNN model [22].
Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter, the evaluation of our model is compared with LSTM + GRNN model. Firstly, we show the information and characteristic of the Multi-Domain dataset. Next, the measures of sentiment classification which is used in this thesis are illustrated in details. Then, the experiment settings and results are described in the experiment settings and results section. Finally, we analyse our experimental results.

4.1 Corpus

In this thesis, we use the Multi-Domain dataset and Yelp 2013 dataset to evaluate the performance of our model. From Multi-Domain Dataset, we used The Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)\footnote{http://www.nltk.org/} for tokenization and splitting the review text to sentences on all dataset. Then, we used the 10-fold cross validation for training and testing. Meanwhile, we use train file and test file of Yelp 2013 from the site of the author of LSTM+GRNN model. The characteristic of both Multi-Domain dataset and Yelp 2013 dataset is shown in Table 4.1.

4.1.1 Multi-Domain dataset.

The dataset contains four types of product reviews from Amazon: Electronics, Kitchen appliances, Books and DVDs. In each type of product, the dataset includes three files: “positive.review”, “negative.review” and “unlabelled.review”, so we divided all datasets into two categories:
• **Data 1:** include “positive.review” and “negative.review” file.

• **Data 2:** include “unlabelled.review”

Each review is rated from 1 to 5 stars, and the author eliminated the reviews with three stars because of the confusion of these reviews. We divided Data 1 and Data 2 with two labels and four labels, respectively.

• **4 labels:** The labels are review rating.

• **2 labels:** The labels are positive if its ratings are greater than 3. On the contrary, the labels are negative.

### 4.1.2 Yelp 2013 dataset.

This is review dataset from Yelp Dataset Challenge in 2013. The rating star is considered gold label. The author split Yelp 2013 dataset into training, development and testing sets with the 8:1:1 ratio.

### 4.2 Evaluation Methods

In this section, we discuss two main measures in sentiment classification, which are used in our model and LSTM + GRNN model. The accuracy and mean square error evaluation method are shown below.

#### 4.2.1 Accuracy evaluation

Accuracy\(^2\) is standard metric to evaluate the performance in sentiment classification and has two definitions:

- More commonly, it is a description of systematic errors, a measure of statistical bias;

\(^2\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy_and_precision
| Dataset          | #doc | #s/d | #w/d | |V| | #class | Class Distribution |
|------------------|------|------|------|---|---|-------|-------------------|
| **Books**        | 2,000| 9.32 | 189.7| 44,374 | 2 | 0.5/0.5 |
| **DVDs**         | 2,000| 9.42 | 183.72| 44,185 | 2 | 0.5/0.5 |
| **Electronics**  | 2,000| 7.05 | 121.61| 23,250 | 2 | 0.5/0.5 |
| **Kitchens**     | 2,000| 6.18 | 102.52| 19,195 | 2 | 0.5/0.5 |
| **Books**        | 2,000| 9.32 | 189.7| 44,374 | 4 | 0.27/0.23/0.13/0.37 |
| **DVDs**         | 2,000| 9.42 | 183.72| 44,185 | 4 | 0.26/0.24/0.14/0.36 |
| **Electronics**  | 2,000| 7.05 | 121.61| 23,250 | 4 | 0.333/0.167/0.16/0.34 |
| **Kitchens**     | 2,000| 6.18 | 102.52| 19,195 | 4 | 0.33/0.17/0.16/0.34 |
| **Books**        | 2,085| 6.48 | 171.68| 38,539 | 2 | 0.13/0.87 |
| **DVDs**         | 34,743| 9.69 | 193.57| 74,410 | 2 | 0.12/0.88 |
| **Electronics**  | 13,153| 6.96 | 121.42| 74,410 | 2 | 0.21/0.79 |
| **Kitchens**     | 16,785| 6.17 | 102.7 | 68,600 | 2 | 0.18/0.82 |
| **Books**        | 2,085| 6.48 | 171.68| 38,539 | 4 | 0.08/0.05/0.23/0.64 |
| **DVDs**         | 34,743| 9.69 | 193.57| 74,410 | 4 | 0.07/0.05/0.25/0.63 |
| **Electronics**  | 13,153| 6.96 | 121.42| 74,410 | 4 | 0.15/0.07/0.25/0.53 |
| **Kitchens**     | 16,785| 6.17 | 102.7 | 68,600 | 4 | 0.12/0.06/0.19/0.63 |
| **Yelp 2013 Train** | 268,013| 8.90 | 160.57| 185,069 | 5 | 0.09/0.09/0.14/0.33/0.36 |
| **Yelp 2013 Test** | 33,504| 8.87 | 159.46| 58,959 | 5 | 0.09/0.09/0.14/0.33/0.36 |
• Alternatively, the ISO defines accuracy as describing both types of observational error above (preferring the term trueness for the common definition of accuracy).

And accuracy is defined as:

\[
Accuracy(ACC) = \frac{\text{#correct predictions}}{\text{#total data points}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where correct prediction is the number of the predictions which are similar with the target outputs, and total data points is the number of all outputs.

Assume that the test dataset has 400 instances, and the correct predictions are 350 instances. The accuracy, in this case, look like as

\[
Accuracy(ACC) = \frac{350}{400} = 87.5
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

### 4.2.2 Mean Square Error (MSE) evaluation

We used MSE to measure the divergences between predicted label and goal label because one star means strong negative and five star means strong positive. So MSE is defined as

\[
Accuracy(ACC) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(\text{goal} - \text{predicted})^2}{N}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where N is the number of all instances in the test dataset; the goal is the label in the test dataset, and predicted is the label from predicting of our model.

### 4.3 Experiment Settings

Following LSTM + GRNN model, the settings for the experiment as follow
Implementation settings:

- Embedding Length: 200 dimensions
- WindowSizeWordLookup1: 1
- WindowSizeWordLookup2: 2
- WindowSizeWordLookup3: 3
- Output Length Word Lookup: 50
- The number of round: 100
- Probability threshold: 0.001
- Learning rate: 0.03
- Randomize base: -0.01
- 10-fold cross validation with 90% training set and 10% testing set

Additionally, with Multi-Domain dataset, sub-tree mining was run with several minsup such as 5, 10, 15 and 20. However, in Data 2, minimum support with five was only run in Books dataset because the sub-tree set was very huge, and the average of the number of frequent sub-tree in 10-fold with minsup was shown in Table 4.2. For Yelp 2013 dataset, the minimum support is set as 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and the average of the number of frequent sub-tree in 10-fold with minsup was shown in Table 4.3

4.4 Results

Following the previous section, we have the results with LSTM+GRNN and our model with any minimum supports in Table 4.4. From Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, the results have shown that our model achieved high performance with these datasets. The improvements in term of accuracy are ranged of 0.14% - 6.93% over LSTM + GRNN model.
Table 4.2: The average number of frequent sub-tree in 10-fold with minimum support - Multi-Domain dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#class</th>
<th>Minsup 5</th>
<th>Minsup 10</th>
<th>Minsup 15</th>
<th>Minsup 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,067.7</td>
<td>3284</td>
<td>1855.1</td>
<td>1386.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,947.6</td>
<td>3246.1</td>
<td>1866.3</td>
<td>1294.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6,469.4</td>
<td>2470.5</td>
<td>1488.9</td>
<td>1085.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,513.1</td>
<td>2115.6</td>
<td>1262.7</td>
<td>890.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4,243.6</td>
<td>1523.7</td>
<td>890.7</td>
<td>611.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3,856</td>
<td>1399.6</td>
<td>799.8</td>
<td>578.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4,243.6</td>
<td>1523.7</td>
<td>890.7</td>
<td>611.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,514.8</td>
<td>1020.3</td>
<td>650.9</td>
<td>475.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11,675.5</td>
<td>4619.3</td>
<td>2817.5</td>
<td>1953.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>111796.6</td>
<td>97726.4</td>
<td>83350.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>260804.6</td>
<td>123257.5</td>
<td>61219.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24180.5</td>
<td>14281.1</td>
<td>10018.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>898.8</td>
<td>341.4</td>
<td>211.8</td>
<td>146.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3441.8</td>
<td>2091.9</td>
<td>1516.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7454.9</td>
<td>4248.7</td>
<td>2951.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3822.7</td>
<td>2303.2</td>
<td>1641.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Results Analysis

Table 4.4 shows an significant improvement of our model than LSTM + GRNN model from 0.14% to 6.93% in Multi-Domain dataset. Overall, our model illustrates high performance in sentiment classification problem.

All datasets in Data 1 are data with 2000 documents per dataset so the cost for running frequent mining is acceptable. Hence, we conduct this dataset with minsup = 5, 10, 15 and 20. Most of the results are the best with minsup = 5. At minsup = 5, the number of frequent in Table 4.2 is more than the other minsup so the huge outliers are rejected. Notably, DVDs dataset with two labels is improved by 3.94% from 73.25% to 77.19%.

The rule with the efficient results in small minsup is not correctly in Data 2. For example, considering the Data 1, only Books dataset peaked at 77.34% with
Table 4.3: The average number of frequent sub-tree in 10-fold with minimum support - Yelp 2013 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minsup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp2013</td>
<td>240,964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

minsups = 10. However, Books, DVDs with two labels and Books with four labels are maximum at minsup = 20. To illuminate the difference, we can see the characteristic of the dataset. As can be seen, the data 2 is larger than Data 1. For instance, while the size of DVDs in Data 2 is about 34,000 documents, the number of documents in Data 1 with DVDs is 2000 documents. Additionally, the class distribution in Data 1 is balance with 50% negative and 50% positive. Meanwhile, the imbalance is shown in the class distribution in Data 2. For example, in Data 2, DVDs is imbalanced with 12% negative and 88% positive. Therefore, Books dataset with four labels in Data 2, for instance, shows high performance, which is increased dramatically by 6.93% from 65.83% to 72.76%. With Yelp 2013 dataset, the results is shown in Table 4.5. Similarly, the results peaked at minsup = 20 by 63.74

### 4.6 Error Analysis

Table 4.6 shows some examples in sentiment classification between our model and LSTM+GRNN model, which are correct in our model and did not correct in LSTM+GRNN model. Clearly, the content of these documents is complexity, which mentions about the polarity of the customers on Amazon website. The second column and the fourth of the table 4.6 are the content of documents in original test and our test after removing noises in our model, respectively. The third column and the fifth are the gold rating of LSTM+GRNN model and Our model, which is positive or negative in the review. The last column is the goal of prediction.

In some examples in Table 4.6, two inputs for LSTM+GRNN model in sentiment classification task. With the second and fourth column, the order and the number of the words in sentences are different. Our model changes the original order of words to another order which based on DFS after removing noises in the dataset.

These documents from one to six are predicted exactly in our model, which LSTM+GRNN are given incorrect answers. Clearly, documents from one to three are the positive reviews. On the contrary, the negative reviews are documents from four to six in the Table 4.6. For example, in document four, the word "Do not
Table 4.4: Sentiment classification on Multi Domain Dataset. The best results are in bold. Acc is accuracy, and MSE is mean squared error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#class</th>
<th>LSTM+GRNN</th>
<th>Our model munsup=5</th>
<th>Our model munsup= 10</th>
<th>Our model munsup= 15</th>
<th>Our model munsup= 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acc. (%)</td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>Acc. (%)</td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>Acc. (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74.29</td>
<td>0.2571</td>
<td>76.44</td>
<td>0.2356</td>
<td>77.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73.25</td>
<td>0.2675</td>
<td>77.19</td>
<td>0.2281</td>
<td>76.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>81.09</td>
<td>0.1891</td>
<td>81.45</td>
<td>0.1855</td>
<td>77.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>83.64</td>
<td>0.1636</td>
<td>83.89</td>
<td>0.1611</td>
<td>82.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>52.63</td>
<td>1.7473</td>
<td>53.00</td>
<td>1.7986</td>
<td>52.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.80</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>53.48</td>
<td>1.5997</td>
<td>53.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60.63</td>
<td>1.3077</td>
<td>61.37</td>
<td>1.4211</td>
<td>57.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62.58</td>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>62.83</td>
<td>1.2401</td>
<td>61.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>87.76</td>
<td>0.1224</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>0.1205</td>
<td>87.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>93.48</td>
<td>0.0652</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>93.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>89.60</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92.10</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65.83</td>
<td>1.0645</td>
<td>65.81</td>
<td>1.0569</td>
<td>65.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>72.95%</td>
<td>0.5469</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66.73</td>
<td>0.8354</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>67.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>73.29</td>
<td>0.6674</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5: Sentiment classification on Yelp 2013 Dataset. The best results are in bold. Acc is accuracy, and MSE is mean squared error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yelp2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM+GRNN</td>
<td>63.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minsup =10</td>
<td>63.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minsup =15</td>
<td>63.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>minsup =20</strong></td>
<td>63.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minsup =25</td>
<td>63.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minsup =30</td>
<td>63.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“buy” is easy to determine this review is negative because the product is failed to satisfy the review. In document seven to nine, while these are predicted exactly with LSTM+GRNN model, our model predicted incorrectly.
Table 4.6: Some examples in sentiment classification between our model and LSTM+GRNN model. Doc is Document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>LSTM+GRNN</th>
<th>Label1</th>
<th>Our model</th>
<th>Label2</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>If you’re interested in reproducing authentic costumes, you won’t find a better guide to hats and bonnets than this book ...</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>find interested If you’re in you wo n’t guide a better to and book than this ...</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I really enjoyed this book ...</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>enjoyed I really book this...</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I can recite most of it from memory, I love it so!...</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>love I can most it of memory from I it so...</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>...Do not buy this book unless it is for a middle school student...</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>...buy Do not book this student unless it is for a middle school ...</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>...The story just could not keep my interest. &lt;ssss&gt; I felt no real affinity to any of the characters...</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>...keep story The just could not interest my &lt;ssss&gt; felt I no real any to characters of the...</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>...A friend recommended this book which I unfortunately bought...</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>...recommended friend A book this bought which I unfortunately...</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>My order arrived quickly and for a used book it was in excellent shape, looking like new. &lt;ssss&gt; I won’t hesitate to order from this company again...</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>order My quickly and book for a used it was in excellent looking new like &lt;ssss&gt; I wo n’t order to company from this again...</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I haven’t had a chance to read the book in its entirety, but have enjoyed what I have read.</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>had I have n’t chance a read to book the in its but enjoyed have read what I have</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sorry for the sarcastic title ...&lt;ssss&gt; If you are into reading relationship books, just be sure this isn’t your only resource.</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>Sorry title for the ...&lt;ssss&gt; sure reading If you are into books relationship just be resource this is n’t your only</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

A method for SC with the combination of dependency parser, sub-tree mining, and deep learning was proposed in this paper. This approach encodes the relation among words by the dependency tree and some features in a sentence are rejected by sub-tree mining and FindBestSub-tree algorithm in outlier detection phase.

For validating the efficiency of the proposed model, experiments were conducted on Multi-Domain Dataset, which is a popular dataset in SC. The results have shown that the proposed method is superior to using only LSTM + GRNN model. However, when the minimum support value is very low, the cost of running sub-tree is very high because the vast number of candidates are generated.

This thesis presented our model that is an approach to sentiment classification problem. We use some technique in NLP to representing the semantic relation in a sentence and LSTM + GRNN in the document. In the current research, we only use dependency parser to extract relation information among works in a sentence. The advantage of our model is easy to understand and implement with high performance. The drawback also exists in representing the semantic relation among siblings node due to DFS representing a tree by a string of words. Another limitation of our model is the illustration by dependency parser because the parser is based on grammar structure.
5.2 Future Work

Since the cost of sub-tree mining and FindBestSub-tree is huge, we will study to look for the solutions for outlier detection and continuously find the method for capturing relation words in a sentence from dependency trees. Additionally, we also expand our work to get minsup automatically and sentiment-sensitive discourse relations such as “condition”, “cause”, “contrast”, etc.

We will expand how to represent semantic relations in among words and sentences by the semantic graph. The semantic graph includes a lot of information about the context of the text through the link in the graph. From the information, we extract and select efficient features for sentiment analysis problem.

Another future work is that we will construct a deep learning model to capture semantic relations from the semantic graph to capture automatically.
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